Highly Efficient Target Recycling-Based Netlike Y-DNA for Regulation of Electrocatalysis toward Methylene Blue for Sensitive DNA Detection.
In this work, the highly efficient target recycling-based netlike Y-shaped DNA (Y-DNA), which regulated the electrocatalysis of Fe3O4@CeO2-Pt nanoparticles (Fe3O4@CeO2-PtNPs) toward methylene blue (MB) for signal amplification, was developed to prepare a sensitive DNA biosensor for detecting the DNA associated with oral cancer. Specifically, with the help of highly efficient enzyme-assisted target recycling (EATR) amplification strategy, one target DNA input was converted to corresponding plenty of DNA strands S1-Fe3O4@CeO2-Pt and S2-MB output, which could be employed to interact with HP2 immobilized on the electrode surface to form stable netlike Y-DNA without any waste of recycling products. Meanwhile, the formation of netlike Y-DNA could regulate electrocatalytic efficiency of Fe3O4@CeO2-PtNPs, inducing the proximity of Fe3O4@CeO2-PtNPs to MB and significantly enhancing electrochemical signal. Further, the signal could also be amplified by Fe3O4@CeO2-PtNPs modified on the electrode surface. By virtue of this ingenious design, a novel netlike Y-DNA structure based on highly efficient EATR was simply constructed and successfully applied to an electrochemical DNA biosensor along with electrocatalysis of Fe3O4@CeO2-PtNPs, achieving the sensitive detection of target DNA ranging from 10 fM to 50 nM with a detection limit of 3.5 fM. Impressively, the biosensor here demonstrates an admirable method for regulating the electrocatalysis of NPs toward substrates to enhance signal, and we believe that this biosensor is a potential candidate for the sensitive detection of target DNA or other disease-related nucleic acids.